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Objective

Air Traffic Control Trainee is responsible for Examining aircraft movements and report incidents to 
management as well as other departments; analysing flight paths, weather conditions, and other 
possible scenarios; preparing reports for management, Communicating with other departments 
regarding actions taken by the department to improve operations; maintaining proficiency in 
written communication skills as well as oral communication skills through speaking with different 
groups of people in different situations.

Skills

Computer Skills, Microsoft Office, Traffic Control Management.

Work Experience

Air Traffic Control Trainee
ABC Corporation  January 2015 – March 2015 
 Controlled hundreds of miles of airspace containing several different airports and provide 

instructions to dozens of aircraft at numerous speeds and altitudes in order to maintain 
proper separation and safety.

 Exercised good judgement in order to handle emergencies, special requests, and weather 
deviations from aircrafts.

 Carried on over a dozen conversations required being able to communicate quickly and 
clearly in a timely manner.

 Maintained constant control and a calm demeanor over oneself despite a high stress, high 
engaging environment.

 Memorized and utilized vast amounts of knowledge necessary to perform duties.
 Identified, prioritized and communicated air traffic issues through a comprehensive air traffic 

control system.
 Developed a comprehensive understanding of the aviation industry and its impact on the 

environment through public relations, marketing, regulations and policies.

Air Traffic Control Trainee
Delta Corporation  2011 – 2015 
 Extensive training in time management, prioritizing, problem solving, aeronautical maps and 

radars in an extremely stressful environment.
 Utilized memorized maps, rules, and aircraft performance to navigate aircrafts using new 

software learned in a very short amount of time.
 Learned and applied rules and regulations to navigate aircraft and maintain airspace 

separation in simulations Applied proper procedures while .
 Responsible for separation of aircraft operating under IFR and VFR procedures from other 

aircraft landing, departing and/ or overflying within the .
 Operated radar and communication equipment to apply radar separation standards and 

vectoring procedures.
 Issues speed, altitude, and directional instructions to pilots to keep aircraft properly 

separated.
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 Provides air traffic advisory services to pilots including clearances to operate aircraft, weather
and field conditions, and safety and traffic .

Education

Bachelor's In Air Traffic Control
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